2016 NSW Quiz
Championships - Individual
#

Question

Answer

1

[IMAGE] What mythical beast is a cross between a lion and an eagle?

2

[IMAGE] This car featured in which 1984 movie?

3

[IMAGE] What is the name of this fictional bear?

4
5

7

[IMAGE] Which Australian comedian and writer (b. 1948) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Endemic to Borneo, what is this species of monkey?
[IMAGE] Which shooting guard (b. 1965) played all 18 of his NBA seasons for the
Indiana Pacers?
[IMAGE] Which Australian swimmer won 5 medals at the 2012 Olympics?

8

[IMAGE] Which American broadcaster and comedian (b. 1975) is pictured here?

6

9

[IMAGE] Which children's TV series is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Which cycling commentator has covered events including the Tour Down
10
Under and Tour de France for SBS TV?
11 Larry Emdur and John Burgess have both hosted which Australian TV game show?
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Which actor portrayed lawyer Tom Hagen in the Godfather films?
Eric Clapton, Jack Bruce and Ginger Baker comprised which rock group?
Which word can refer to either a fruit or calcium oxide (CaO)?
Which car manufacturer's logo features three diamonds?
John Cartwright was the foundation coach of which NRL club?
Who is the current Governor of NSW?
Groote Eylandt is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?

19 As of September 2016, how may former Australian prime ministers are still alive?
20

Which Japanese filmmaker's works include "Ikiru" (1952) and "Seven Samurai"
(1954)?

21 In 1956 who became the first Aboriginal person to win the Archibald Prize?
22
23
24
25
26

Which European nation's sporting teams traditionally wear a red and white check
shirt?
What software might be network, relational or hierarchical?
The Hittites were an ancient Anatolian people whose empire centred on the city of
Hattusa located in which modern-day country?
What is the most widely spoken language in Switzerland?
Which hit song of 1973 includes the following line: "Clowns to the left of me, Jokers
to the right"?

27 What was the title of American relationship counsellor John Gray's 1992 best-seller?
Founded in 1876 in Baltimore and named after its benefactor, which US university is
often known by the acronym JHU?
29 Idi Amin died in 2003 in which Middle-East country?
With 4 gold medals, which Olympian born in Merrylands NSW is Australia's most
30
successful track and field athlete?
Which British physicist and engineer (1824-1907) is credited with coining the term
31
"kinetic energy"?
28
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Question
Which country was runner-up in both the 1974 and 1978 football (soccer) World
Cups?
According to the Gospels, at which site immediately outside the walls of Jerusalem
was Jesus crucified?
What 6-letter word is both a car part and a collective name for eggs?
How may basic positions are there in modern-day classical ballet?
Which mathematician and astronomer (1571-1630) is remembered for his three laws
of planetary motion?
Which author (1927-2001) wrote the "Bourne Identity", "The Bourne Supremacy"
and "The Bourne Ultimatum"?
In which US state are the Bonneville Salt Flats where many land speed records have
been set?
By what name do the Japanese call Japan?
Which sport do the Baltimore Ravens play professionally?
Who did Pat Cash defeat in the 1987 Wimbledon men's singles final?
After water, what is the world's most consumed beverage?
What, collectively, are Shahadah, Salat, Zakat, Swam and Hajj?
Attributed to the Roman poet Juvenal, this figure of speech referred to two items, a
commodity and a form of entertainment, which were routinely provided free to the
populace as a form of appeasement. Name either item.
Which Highway links rural Victoria with Queensland, passing through Dubbo,
Coonabarabran and Moree along the way?
Released in 1981, which rock band's Greatest Hits is the best-selling album of all time
in the UK, having sold over 6 million copies there?
Who played Soviet agent Anya Amasova in the 1977 James Bond film "The Spy Who
Loved Me"?
The word "stymie" originated in which sport?
Mark Ricciuto played 312 games for which AFL club?
According to probability theory, it is more than 50% likely that among a random
group of 23 or more people, two will share the same what?
Which NSW town hosts an annual Elvis festival?
What is the floral emblem of NSW?

53 Who was the producer of the TV series "Starsky & Hutch" and "Beverly Hills 91210"?
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

What seven-letter word can refer to a casual shopper, a computer program, or a
giraffe?
The federal electorates of Dickson and Fairfax are located in which Australian state or
territory?
Which element makes up about 10% of the alloy bronze?
In 1964 which two African countries became Tanzania?
In 1861 who was elected President of the Confederated States of America?
Which country was awarded the George Cross in 1942, with the symbol now
incorporated in its flag?
Which British author wrote the 1941 novel "Evil Under the Sun"?
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